RESPONSE DATA

104
03
06
01
15
02
06
22
03
07
169

EMS
Fires
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Hazardous - No Fire
Public Assistance
Beeping Smoke Detectors
Police Assist
Cancelled Calls
False Alarms
Miscellaneous
Total Calls

Dispatch Ring Times: ≤ 10 secs 94.74%

Dryer Fire on New Haven Drive; on Feb 24, at 1:57 a.m.: Trucks 1 and 2,
Engine 3, 4, 5, and BC 1, responded to a report of a dryer fire with flames
visible.
Upon arrival, Truck 2 noted that the
occupant was pulling the involved dryer
onto the driveway with fire visible from
the dryer unit. Truck 2 initiated Haven
IC and pulled a hose line to extinguish
the fire in the dryer. Engine 3 assisted
with smoke removal from the structure
and all other responding units were
cancelled. – Captain Ackerman

EMS Calls Only
Call Processing Time (Secs)
Turnout Time (Mins)
Travel Time (Mins)
Total Time to Arrival (Mins)

:34
1:12
3:57
5:43

Fire/Other Calls
Call Processing Time (Secs)
Turnout Time (Mins)
Travel Time (Mins)
Total Time to Arrival (Mins)

:42
1:41
3:22
5:09
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IN THE QUEUE

Andy and Jessica posing for a shot with after
his Engineer badge pinning on February 21







Hose Testing (week)
TIP Open House
Accreditation Training
Riverside Chiefs’ Mtg.
HazMat Training

Feb 20-25
Mar 2
Mar 14-16
Mar 16
Mar 19-23
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TRAINING DIVISION

Captain Sean DeGrave
This week, I would like to review the recently released training calendar to clear up any questions that may
exist. Let me start by answering a few questions that I have received over the past couple of weeks.
First, the categories under Company Training are just suggestions. They are provided as examples on a wide
range of training topics. This does not mean that company officers are required to train specifically in these
fields. Rather, I wanted to share a wide range of training opportunities to ensure our personnel show some
diversity in their hands-on training. If a company officer identifies a weakness within their company, I want to
encourage to train on that topic.
The items listed and identified in BLUE are department-sponsored training events. Although some may be
assigned via Target Solutions, a roster will be kept for all of the personnel who attend. These training events
will be entered into Target Solutions by the training division or by the instructor. The record of completion
will be identified on the training bulletin.
Jen has gone through and identified the courses that include EMS CEs. The CEs will be indicated by the hours
given in parentheses in RED.
The calendar is a living document, and will be subject to additions and corrections throughout the year. If you
have any additional questions, concerns, or suggestions for the calendar, please let me know.

EMS Coordinator, Jennifer Antonucci
TRAUMA INTERVENTION PROGRAM (TIP)

The “Level of Care” field on the Record panel has been updated to
only include the level of service of EMT or Paramedic for our
agency.

 Also on the Record Panel, there are now “Favorite Zip Codes.”
The favorite zip codes are also available for the incident
address, patient address, closest relative, and employer
address.
 I selected only Murrieta zip codes for the favorites, but this can
be modified to fit our needs. Let me know if we need to add
others.
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INSPECTION SUMMARY

As Firehouse Sees It: A View
from the Outfield
Timothy E. Sendelbach On Feb 1, 2017

a follow-up to the loss of Kansas City, MO,
Firefighters John Mesh and Larry Leggio in
October 2015.

The investigation revealed widespread
problems within the America fire service.
Some of the findings: the lack of national
training requirements, complacency within
some departments, little regulatory
oversight, budget constraints that leave fire
The Kansas City Star recently published a
departments shorthanded, and poor
three-part investigative report on
judgment on the fireground. Of all the
firefighter fatalities and preventable
findings, the one that topped the list was
mistakes titled “Fatal Echoes.” The
the fact that, despite countless investigative
report followed several months of
reports, fire departments around the
investigations by two staff reporters who
country have failed to learn from others’
conducted interviews with recognized
mistakes.
members of the fire service; traveled to
Texas, Georgia, New York, Maryland and After reading the report and reflecting on
Washington, D.C., to speak with
the comments shared by those interviewed
firefighters and survivors; and visited the during the investigative process, a natural
National Fallen Firefighters Memorial in instinct of any firefighter or fire officer
an attempt to examine how and why U.S. might be a defensive one, with immediate
firefighters die on the job. This was all as push back. - MORE
Criticism of the work we do is never easy
to accept, and it’s even more difficult to
accept when it’s shared or expressed by
those outside the fire service.

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1 – In service; air leak repaired

FINAL-Fire
FIRE-Alarm Final
FIRE-Miscellaneous
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
FIRE-Pre-Thrust Block
FIRE-Rough
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
FIRE-Underground Hydro
Total

4
3
1
6
1
6
3
1
25

New Submittals

Fire Sprinklers
Fire Alarms
Building
High Pile
Total

2
0
3
1
6

Total

1
1
2

Total

0
0
0

Resubmittals

Fire Sprinklers
Building
Plan Check Review

Approved
Corrections
Fees Collected

$3,448

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: nothing to report

T2 – In service @ Station 2
E2 – OOS Steering; air leak

Station 2: nothing to report

E3 – In service
Station 3: nothing to report

E4 – In service
E5 – In service; air leak parts on order
E21 – In service
B2 – In service; H2O lights
B3 – In service
B5 – OOS (transfer valve)
OES – In Service
R5 – In service

Station 4: nothing to report

Station 5: Roll-up install has been scheduled
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Captain Eric Ackerman

Hearing Loss Could Happen to You!
By James Maxon • Firerescuemagazine.com

Working on the next 2-year budget

HOSE TESTING DATA - Roach
Amount of hose tested






1”- 10,400 feet
1.5”- 10,900 feet
1.75”-6,600 feet
2.5”-7,950 feet
4”- 9,400 feet

There is noise in just about every mechanical device that the fire service
uses. Noise from chain saws, extrication equipment, sirens, air horns, and
fire apparatus engines are all potential noise exposures for firefighters.
Imagine getting halfway through your fire service career and failing your
hearing test. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1582, Standard on
Comprehensive Occupational Medical Program for Fire Departments, has
hearing requirements that must be adhered to for the safety of firefighters
and everyone around them.
When people join the fire service, they often have motives of giving back to
their community and helping others. It is important that once someone
becomes a firefighter, he is taken care of and every effort is made to
ensure he is still in great physical and mental shape when he eventually
leaves the fire service. There have been numerous developments within
the fire service when it comes to making it safer, but hearing protection is a
topic that is often not discussed. There are numerous instances where a
firefighter has lost part of his hearing and then stated that he thought it
would never happen to him.
Hearing Damage

Hose discarded due to failure
 1.5”-700 feet
 1.75”-150 feet
 2.5”- 350 feet

Fire Prevention was invited to Gino’s
(Bldg. Dept) birthday celebration

Hearing protection is critically important because once someone has
damaged his hearing from noise exposure, it is likely permanently
damaged. As recently as the early 1990s, it was common for a firefighter to
ride in the jump seat right next to the loud diesel engine with the siren
speaker and air horn directly over his head. The fire service has redesigned
its vehicles to place siren speakers and air horns in the lower front area
away from personnel, and firefighters now ride inside a cab that is required
to have a certain level of soundproofing.
Have you ever thought about firefighters
who leave their windows down while driving
with lights and sirens to a call? The average
siren can emit around 110 decibels (dBs) of
noise. Add to that the average 85 dBs of
traffic noise, and even with the changes to
the siren placement in the vehicles,
firefighters are still at risk of hearing loss
because of noise exposure. These realities
are the primary reasons for improving
hearing protection within the department.
More - HERE
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Insert photo
of chief
locking
himself out of
his car

Snapping photos for our Accreditation documents

